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	The second edition of Extrusion is designed to aid operators, engineers, and managers in extrusion processing in quickly answering practical day-to-day questions. The first part of the book provides the fundamental principles, for operators and engineers, of polymeric materials extrusion processing in single and twin screw extruders. The next section covers advanced topics including troubleshooting, auxiliary equipment, and coextrusion for operators, engineers, and managers. The final part provides applications case studies in key areas for engineers such as compounding, blown film, extrusion blow molding, coating, foam, and reprocessing.


	This practical guide to extrusion brings together both equipment and materials processing aspects. It covers basic and advanced topics, for reference and training, in thermoplastics processing in the extruder. Detailed reference data are provided on such important operating conditions as temperatures, start-up procedures, shear rates, pressure drops, and safety.

	
		A practical guide to the selection, design and optimization of extrusion processes and equipment
	
		Designed to improve production efficiency and product quality
	
		Focuses on practical fault analysis and troubleshooting techniques
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Getting Started with StormO'Reilly, 2012

	
		If you’re reading this, it’s because you heard about Storm somehow, and you’re interested
	
		in better understanding what it does, how you can use it to solve various problems,
	
		and how it works.
	


	
		This book will get you started with Storm in a very straightforward and easy way.
	
		The...
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Advances in Ambient Intelligence: Volume 164 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2007

	Ambient Intelligence lies at the confluence of several trends: the continued decrease in cost and size of computing technology; the increasing availability of networking and communication infrastructure; the growing public familiarity/comfort with computing artifacts; and practical advances in artificial intelligence. These developments make...
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Emergent Practices and Material Conditions in Learning and Teaching with TechnologiesSpringer, 2019

	
		This book explores the complexities of interacting with digital technologies in the everyday flow of practices in schools, museums, and the home. In particular, the authors pay attention to the material conditions of such practices via the exploration of media discourses on information and communication technologies in the...
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Clever Algorithms: Nature-Inspired Programming RecipesLulu.com, 2011

	The need for this project was born of frustration while working towards my
	PhD. I was investigating optimization algorithms and was implementing
	a large number of them for a software platform called the Optimization
	Algorithm Toolkit (OAT)1. Each algorithm required considerable effort
	to locate the relevant source material (from...
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Introducing Microsoft .NET, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
What problems does Microsoft .NET solve? What architectural approaches does it take to solve them? How do you start using .NET-and how do you profit from it? Get the answers to these questions and more in this entertaining, no-nonsense .NET walkthrough. The author, a well-known computer-science instructor at Harvard, covers a single topic from the...
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Click & Easy: Clicker Training for DogsHowell Book House, 2006

	Your reward is a well-behaved dog!

	

	Young and old, large and small, pedigreed and mixed-breed, dogs respond to clicker training. Preferred by many professionals, clicker training is a positive, precise, and effective method of reinforcing good behavior. Noted dog trainer Miriam Fields-Babineau explains clicker training...
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